
1. Introduction
The ocean biological pump is a critical component of the Earth's climate system, serving as a vector for 
the transfer of carbon from the atmosphere to the deep ocean. At depth, the remineralization of organic 
matter leads to Redfieldian-like stoichiometry in oxygen, carbon, and various nutrients. Deviations from 
this predictable elemental stoichiometry have provided valuable insight into sources and sinks of nutrients. 
For example, small anomalies from the elemental stoichiometric relation between phosphate (PO4) and ni-
trate (NO3) inform us about the magnitude and variability of nitrogen fixation and denitrification (Deutsch 
et al., 2001; Gruber & Sarmiento, 1997). While the correlation of NO3 with PO4 at depth is strong, the same 
cannot be said for oxygen (O2) versus PO4 (Figure S1). This is in part attributable to varying O2/PO4 stoi-
chiometry, preformed PO4, and physical processes obscuring the Redfieldian behavior of O2. A significant 
source of decoupling occurs at the ocean surface, where ventilation in part or fully resets the O2 through the 
exchange with the atmosphere, thereby decoupling O2 and PO4. In this study, we decompose the O2 signal 
into biotic and abiotic preformed and transit components to explore the processes driving O2 variability in 
the ocean interior (Figure 1). We combine them with simulations of dissolved argon (Ar) to propose the 
measurement of dissolved O2/Ar ratio at depth to improve estimates of the true oxygen utilization and rem-
ineralization ratios in the ocean interior.

Abstract In the subsurface ocean, O2 depleted because of organic matter remineralization is generally 
estimated based on apparent oxygen utilization (AOU). However, AOU is an imperfect measure of oxygen 
utilization because of O2 air-sea disequilibrium at the site of deepwater formation. Recent methodological 
and instrumental advances have paved the way to further deconvolve the processes driving the O2 
signature. Using numerical model simulations of the global ocean, we show that the measurements of 
the dissolved O2/Ar ratio, which so far have been confined to the ocean surface, can provide improved 
estimates of oxygen utilization, especially in regions where the disequilibrium at the site of deepwater 
formation is associated with physical processes. We discuss applications of this new approach and 
implications for the current tracers relying on O2 such as remineralization ratios, respiratory quotients, 
and preformed nutrients. Finally, we propose a new composite geochemical tracer, *

2 bio[ ]E O  combining 
dissolved O2/Ar and phosphate concentration. Being insensitive to photosynthesis and respiration, the 
change in this new tracer reflects gas exchange at the air-sea interface at the sites of deepwater formation.

Plain Language Summary Oxygen utilization in the ocean interior offers an insight into 
organic matter remineralization and the strength of the biological carbon pump. However, the oxygen 
concentration in the ocean interior is also impacted by additional biotic and abiotic processes occurring 
at the sites of deepwater formation and during transit in the ocean interior. In this study, we summarize, 
formalize, and model these processes to explore how decomposing the O2 signal at depth with new tools 
can provide a new insight and more refined budgets of the broad-scale oceanic biogeochemical cycling of 
oxygen and nutrients. This is particularly important in light of the recent evidence that the role of physical 
processes in the regions of convective deepwater formation may currently be underestimated.
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2. Biological and Physical Preformed and Transit O2

The biological pump transfers (or “pumps”) inorganic carbon against a concentration gradient from the 
ocean surface to the deep ocean, akin to the photosynthetic transfer of protons against a concentration 
gradient into the thylakoid lumen generating a proton motive force. Both pumps are driven by light ener-
gy, and both have oxygen as an ultimate by-product. In fact, oxygen utilization at depth is thought to be a 
reliable metric of the strength of the biological carbon pump (Koeve et al., 2020), with depth profiles of O2 
almost mirroring dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) (Figure S2). Deviations from this mirror image result 
from various processes and the differing equilibration timescales decoupling the DIC and O2 properties. The 
dissolved O2 concentration in the ocean ( 2[ ]E O ; brackets hereafter refer to concentrations) can be decomposed 
as follows:

Figure 1. Biotic and abiotic processes influencing dissolved oxygen saturation and concentration in the ocean. Air-sea 
gas exchange (not shown) tends to bring O2 back to equilibration with the atmosphere (origin on the plot). 2 sat[ ]E O , as 
defined in our study, is the O2 concentration at equilibrium. The degree to which changes in atmospheric pressure, 
seawater salinity, and temperature influence the saturation and equilibrium concentration depends on the extent of 
equilibration with the atmosphere. For example, a decrease in temperature with full equilibration leads to an increase 
in oxygen concentration at saturation 2 sat[ ]E O . Conversely, the same change in temperature with no gas exchange (e.g., 
subsurface) will lead to an O2 undersaturation anomaly with no change in [O2] (i.e., decrease in 2 phy[ ]E O  is compensated 
by an increase in 2 sat[ ]E O ). Subsurface processes, including the mixing of water masses with differing temperature 
and salinity (including diapycnal mixing), hydrostatic pressure, and heating, change the O2 saturation but not the 
total O2 concentration. However, they change the relative contribution of 2 sat[ ]E O  and 2 phy[ ]E O  to [O2]. For example, a 
reduction in 2 sat[ ]E O  associated with subsurface heating or diapycnal mixing (lower O2 solubility) is perfectly balanced 
by an increase in 2 phy[ ]E O  with no net impact on [O2]. The impact of diapycnal mixing on the gas saturation is greatest 
in the thermocline where temperature gradients are steepest. 2 bio[ ]E O , as defined in our study, is the horizontal vector 
associated with photosynthesis and respiration/remineralization. 2 phy[ ]E O , not shown in this figure, is equal to the 
saturation anomaly (ordinate) associated with the physical processes times the concentration at saturation. The effect of 
glacial melt is also not shown for clarity. While subsurface glacial melt increases [O2] because of the high concentration 
in glacial ice relative to seawater (Hellmer et al., 1985; Jenkins, 1999; Martinerie et al., 1992), its impact on saturation  
( 2 phy[ ]E O ) can be positive or negative depending, among other things, on the effective potential temperature of the ice.
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2 2 2 2sat phy bio
O O O O                 (1)

where 2 sat[ ]E O  is the saturation O2 concentration calculated using the in situ temperature and salinity, and 
2 bio[ ]E O  and 2 phy[ ]E O  reflect the deviations in O2 concentration from saturation associated with biological and 

physical processes, respectively. 2 bio[ ]E O  is conservative with respect to physical processes, although the phys-
ical processes can redistribute it. As we will show below, the dissolved O2/Ar ratio can be used as a proxy 
for 2 bio[ ]E O . Note that in Cassar et al.  (2011), the 2 phy[ ]E O  nomenclature refers to 2 sat 2 phy([ ] [ ]E O O ). Here, it 
refers to the concentration associated with the anomaly (i.e., supersaturation instead of saturation). We use 
the terms physical and abiotic interchangeably. Abiotic refers to nonliving chemical and physical process-
es, which in our discussion revolve around physical chemistry. When occurring on timescales faster than 
air-sea gas exchange, physical (e.g., bubble injection and temperature change) and biological (photosyn-
thesis and respiration, including remineralization) processes lead O2 to deviate from saturation. Redfield 
et al. (1963) described the nutrient pool as the sum of remineralized and preformed fractions. Similarly, the 
oxygen measured at the depth is a function of a preformed signature and processes occurring in transit. We 
further decompose the biological and physical signals into preformed ( )E pre  and transit (where E  refers to 
the transit change) components:

2 2 2 2 2 2sat phypre phy biopre rem
O O O O O O                             (2)

The subscript “E rem” refers to the remineralization. This decomposition is similar to the recent study by 
Cliff et al.  (2021), although what is referred to as “O2, eq” in that study is further decomposed here into 
 2 sat 2 phy[ ] [ ]E O O  . While hydrostatic pressure, subsurface heating, and mixing of water masses with dif-
fering temperature and salinity (including diapycnal mixing) affect saturation (Emerson et al., 2012; Enns 
et  al.,  1965; Henning et  al.,  2006; Ito & Deutsch,  2006; Ito et  al.,  2007; Klots,  1961), physical processes 
will not impact the total O2 concentration  2[ ]E O , which is conservative below the surface for inert gases 
(Hamme & Emerson, 2002). However, such processes will impact the relative contribution of 2 sat[ ]E O  and 

2 phy[ ]E O  to 2[ ]E O . For example, the lower O2 solubility (i.e., decrease in 2 sat[ ]E O ) associated with subsurface 
heating and diapycnal mixing is compensated by an increase in O2 supersaturation anomaly (increase in 

2 phy[ ] )E O , resulting in no change in 2[ ]E O  (Figure 2).

The true oxygen utilization (TOU) is defined as the biological oxygen demand of waters after isolation from 
the atmosphere:

 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2Rem biopre sat phypre phy biopre
TOU

bio
O O O O O O O O                                         (3)

AOU, calculated as  2 sat 2[ ] [ ]E O O , is an approximation of TOU under the assumption that 
 2 phypre 2 phy 2 biopre[ ] [ ] [ ] 0E O O O     in Equation 3. In reality, AOU generally overestimates TOU because 
of oxygen undersaturation at the sites of deepwater formation (Broecker et al., 1991; Cliff et al., 2021; 
 Duteil et al., 2013; Ito et al., 2004; Khatiwala et al., 2019; Redfield et al., 1963; Shiller, 1981). The un-
dersaturation results from physical processes such as heat fluxes, impairment of gas exchange by sea 
ice (Hamme & Severinghaus, 2007), and entrainment of underlying waters with a biological O2 under-
saturation (i.e., 2 phypre 2 biopre[ ] [ ]E O O  <0). This disequilibrium is difficult to measure because the venti-
lation regions are inhospitable in winter when deep waters are formed. However, floats have provided 
glimpses of large O2 undersaturations (Kortzinger et al., 2004; Wolf et al., 2018). Using a global ocean 
circulation-biogeochemical model with explicit TOU, Ito et al.  (2004) showed that the AOU bias asso-
ciated with surface O2 disequilibrium at high latitudes can be significant. Cliff et al. (2021) also used a 
model to explicitly simulate TOU but furthermore decomposed the disequilibrium O2 into physically and 
biologically mediated components (here called 2 phypre[ ]E O  and 2 biopre[ ]E O , respectively). In their data-con-
strained model, ∼11% of the reduction in the ocean's inventory of O2 from its equilibrium value is due to 
biological disequilibrium, whereas ∼3% is from physical disequilibrium. Duteil et al. (2013) proposed to 
improve on TOU estimates by approximating the preformed oxygen concentration with the mean oxygen 
disequilibrium below the seasonal mixed layer at 100-m water depth at the sites of deepwater formation. 
A potential issue with such an approach is that 2[ ]E O  in the ocean interior reflects a poorly characterized 
amalgam of many surface regions (DeVries & Primeau, 2011; Haine & Hall, 2002; Khatiwala et al., 2012; 
Primeau, 2005).
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3. Estimating [ ]O2 bio With the Dissolved Elemental O2/Ar Ratio
By design, 2 bio[ ]E O  is conservative with respect to the physical processes. Based on Equation 3, TOU can be 
accurately estimated from 2 bio[ ]E O  if the preformed biological signal is nil or well known and can be approxi-
mated in regions where physical processes dominate the O2 disequilibrium (i.e., 2 phy 2 biopre[ ] [ ]E O O ).

We propose that 2 bio[ ]E O  can be estimated from the dissolved elemental ratio O2 and argon (Ar). O2 and Ar 
have similar solubility and diffusivity properties (Figure S3) but the latter is biologically inert (Garcia & 
Gordon, 1992; Wise & Houghton, 1966). An equation analogous to Equation 1 can be written for Ar:

 sat phy
Ar Ar Ar            (4)

and from Equations 1 and 4:

   2 2sat phy sat phy

2 sat sat sat

Ar Ar ArO O

O Ar Ar

                    
          

 (5)

The two gases can be combined into a synthetic tracer of biological activity, which is conservative with re-
spect to physical processes (Craig & Hayward, 1987). As shown in Cassar et al. (2011), 2 bio[ ]E O  can therefore 
be estimated by combining Equations 1 and 5 (see supplement for full derivation):

O O
Ar

Ar
O

Ar

Ar
O

2 2 2
     

 
 

  
 
 

bio

sat

sat

sat

22 2
   

sat
/ O Ar (6)

Figure 2. Conceptual diagram representing the physical and biological processes influencing preformed and transit 
oxygen concentration. Physical processes, such as bubble injection, changes in atmospheric pressure, mixing of 
water masses, and changes in temperature, lead to a preformed physical O2 concentration. Ventilation of O2-depleted 
waters associated with remineralization at depth and respiration and photosynthesis at the ocean surface lead to a 
preformed biological O2 concentration. All these physical and biological processes must occur on timescales faster than 
the equilibration in order for the preformed concentrations to deviate from zero. Equilibration erases the preformed 
signals. Factors such as ice cover, mixed-layer depth, and wind speed impact the residence time and equilibration time 
of O2. The O2 concentration measured at depth is a function of these preformed signals and physical processes and 
remineralization during transit. Phosphate behaves similarly without the influence of physical processes and exchange 
with the atmosphere.
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where  O Ar O Ar O Ar
2 2 2

1/ / / /
sat

       



 . The approach has thus far exclusively been used at the ocean 

surface to estimate biological oxygen fluxes and net community production (Cassar et  al.,  2009,  2011; 
Gueguen & Tortell, 2008; Hamme et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2012; Long et al., 2011; Palevsky et al., 2013; 
Reuer et al., 2007; Spitzer & Jenkins, 1989). [ ] [ ]Ar Ar/

sat on the very right-hand side of Equation 6 is gener-
ally assumed at saturation, but can be measured (Hamme & Emerson, 2002) or estimated from concurrent 
measurements of  O Ar

2
/  (by mass spectrometry, in situ or otherwise) and 2[ ]E O  (Eveleth et al., 2014, 2017). 

Assuming that Ar is at saturation introduces a small error of <3% under most oceanic conditions away from 
waters influenced by ice dynamics (see also Figure S4). Similarly, the dissolved 2 phy[ ]E O  can be estimated in 
the ocean interior through:

O
O

O Ar

O2

2

2

2
1

  
 

   
  phy sat/

 (7)

The combination of O2 and  O Ar
2

/  observations provides insight into the argon saturation anomaly at 
depth and 2 phy[ ]E O , which reflects a varying contribution of physical processes at the site of ventilation and 
during transit at depth (Hamme et al., 2019; Ito & Deutsch, 2006).

4. The Added Value of Estimating TOU With [ ]O2 bio

We now assess the added value of a TOU proxy based on the O2/Ar estimates of 2 bio[ ]E O . We combine the O2 
simulations of Cliff et al. (2021) in which TOU is modeled explicitly, with new argon simulations performed 
using an “offline” model (Khatiwala, 2007, 2018; Nicholson et al., 2016) driven by the same circulation and 
physical forcing fields, to compare the estimates derived from the approximations of AOU and 2 bio[ ]E O . Our 
study can thus be viewed as an Ocean Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE). See the supple-
ment for a description of the model.

We note that neither the O2 nor Ar simulations account for some potentially important physical process-
es, including spatial variations in the atmospheric pressure and bubbles and gas exclusion during sea ice 
formation. The gas exclusion during the ice formation combined with brine rejection leads to large O2 gas 
supersaturation (Top et al., 1985, 1988). During the winter (and during deepwater formation), the main 
effect will be a substantial increase in 2 phypre[ ]E O , in opposition to the rapid cooling effect. In addition, recent 
observation and modeling efforts show that bubble-mediated fluxes may currently be substantially underes-
timated in regions of convective deepwater formation (Atamanchuk et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2017). Our OSSE 
simulations, which do not account for these processes, therefore could represent a conservative measure of 
the improvement of 2 bio[ ]E O  estimates of TOU compared to AOU.

While AOU neglects  2 phy 2 biopre[ ] [ ]E O O , a TOU estimate based on 2 bio[ ]E O  removes one source of error 
2 phy[ ]E O  and the bias is due to 2 biopre[ ]E O  alone. Figure 3 shows their relative performance (Figure 3a) and 

property-property plots of the factors influencing their performance (Figures  3b–3d). As expected, both 
AOU and 2 bio[ ]E O  overestimate the TOU. The median overestimation with 2 bio[ ]E O  is around 10%–15% lower 
than with AOU for the individual observations (Figure 3a), and around 5% for the ocean inventory (Fig-
ure S5) because it accounts for 2 biopre[ ]E O  (RMSE of AOU and 2[ ]bioE O  relative to TOU are 40.5 and 34.8 mmol 
m−3, respectively). The improvement is small because 2 biopre[ ]E O  is generally larger than 2 phypre[ ]E O  in these 
simulations (Figure S5). However, this is likely an underestimate because, as described above, potentially 
important processes have been neglected, and the improvement is substantially greater in some regions (as 
shown below). We note that including these other physical processes would also impact 2 biopre[ ]E O . For exam-
ple, bubbles facilitate air-sea gas removal of the 2 bio[ ]E O  signal. Ice melt results in a conservative mixing of the 
sympagic and water-column 2 bio[ ]E O  concentrations. According to the model's simulations, 20 (10)% of TOU 
estimates could be improved by more than 20 (50)% using 2 bio[ ]E O  instead of AOU, as shown by a cumulative 
frequency distribution (Figure S6). As is evident in Figure 3b and from 2 bio 2 biopre[ ] / TOU 1 [ ] / TOUE O O   ,  
the predictive power of 2 bio[ ]E O  increases as 2 biopre[ ] / TOUE O  decreases. In regions where 2 biopre[ ]E O is large, 
improvements in 2 bio[ ]E O -based estimates of TOU will require better constraints on 2 biopre[ ]E O . Converse-
ly and as shown in Figure  3c, AOU's estimates of TOU improve as the preformed [O2] and 2 phy[ ]E O   
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decrease compared with TOU according to AOU

TOU
/ TOUphypre phy biopre    1 2 2 2[ ] [ ] [ ]O O O . Lastly, 

from 
 2 phypre 2 phy2 bio

[ ] [ ][ ] AOU
TOU TOU TOU

O OOE
  

  
 

, the net improvement in the predictive power of 2 bio[ ]E O  

over AOU is greatest when the contribution of  2 phypre 2 phy[ ] [ ]E O O   to TOU is largest (Figure 3d). For a 
geospatial context, Figure 4 presents a subset of the data in Figure 3 along a meridional transect in the At-
lantic Ocean. The performance of 2 bio[ ]E O  and AOU and the difference in their performance (Figures 4a, 4c 
and 4e, respectively) are displayed in relation to the corresponding factors influencing their performance 
(Figures 4b, 4d, and 4f). Evidently, AOU and 2 bio[ ]E O  perform best in shallower meso and bathypelagic extrap-
olar waters, where the contribution of 2 biopre[ ]E O  and  2 phypre 2 biopre[ ] [ ]E O O  to TOU, respectively, is lowest. 
Both tracers perform poorly in Antarctic Bottom Waters (AABW) and North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). 
However, 2 bio[ ]E O  performs significantly better than AOU because of the large 2 phypre[ ]E O  contribution to TOU 
in these waters and deeper waters in general. Based on these model simulations, this is where the added 
value of 2 bio[ ]E O  over AOU is greatest.

Figure 3. Comparison of modeled apparent oxygen utilization (AOU) with O2/Ar-derived 2 bio[ ]E O  in predicting true 
oxygen utilization (TOU). (a) Box and whisker plot of AOU/TOU and [ ] /O

2 bio
TOU. The central line in the box indicates 

the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Black 
whiskers and the red “+” symbol represent extreme points and outliers, respectively. (b) [ ] /O

2 bio
TOU as a function of 

2 biopre[ ] /TOUE O . (c) Predictive power of AOU as a function of the preformed [O2]. (d) Relative performance of 2 bio[ ]E O  and 
AOU as a function of 2 phypre[ ]E O . The solid black line represents the identity (1:1) line. In (b–d), the abscissa and ordinate 
axis limits are set at the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.
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5. Implications for Remineralization Ratios, Preformed and Regenerated 
Phosphate, and Gas Exchange at the Sites of Deepwater Formation
The aforementioned discussion has implications for estimates of remineralization ratios and preformed 
and regenerated properties, which have been used to quantify the efficiency of the biological pump (e.g., 
Ito & Follows, 2013). Using the same data-constrained physical–biogeochemical model as Cliff et al. (2021), 
Khatiwala et al. (2019) found that the AOU overestimated the inventory of remineralized carbon by almost 
50%. One direct consequence of the work presented here is that 2 bio[ ]E O  can reduce this bias. While the reduc-
tion is found to be modest, it could be significant in some regions and furthermore, for the reasons described 
above, should be regarded as a lower bound on the potential improvement that can be achieved. Whereas 
O2 is influenced by gas exchange at the sites of deepwater formation, phosphate is conservative with respect 

Figure 4. Latitudinal variations at 30°W (Atlantic Ocean) in the relative performance of modeled (a) O2/Ar-derived 2 bio[ ]E O  and (c) apparent oxygen utilization 
(AOU) in predicting True Oxygen Utilization (TOU) as a function of (b) 2 biopre[ ] /TOUE O  and (d)  2 biopre 2 phypre[ ] [ ] /TOUE O O . Red lines in panels (a and c) 
represent isopleths of no biases in each tracers estimate of TOU, that is, 2 bio[ ] /TOU 1E O   and AOU/TOU 1E  , respectively. (e) The relative improvement of 

2 bio[ ]E O  compared to AOUE  is a function of (f) 2 phypre[ ] /TOUE O . Abscissa and ordinate reflect latitude and depth, respectively. Extreme values are not visible because 
the color map limits are set at the 10th and 90th percentiles for each subplot, except for (a) that is set to the same limits as (c) for comparison.
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Figure 5. Latitudinal variations at 30°W (Atlantic Ocean) in depth profiles modeled (a) O2/Ar-derived 2 bio[ ]E O ,  
(b) [ ]

:
PO /

4 2
r
P O

 (phosphate in O2 equivalents), (c) their relative magnitude [ ] [ ]
:

O r
P O2 4 2bio

/ PO /  , and contribution  
to (d) *

2 bio[ ]E O . Concentrations are in mmol m−3. Abscissa and ordinate reflect latitude and depth, respectively. Extreme 
values are not visible because the color map limits are set at the 10th and 90th percentiles for each subplot.
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to gas exchange. Operationally, the 2 biopre 2 bio 2 Rem[ ] [ ] [ ]E O O O    tracer is analogous to the preformed phos-
phate tracer (Broecker, 1974; Broecker et al., 1985):

4 4 4pre rem
PO PO PO             (8)

Traditionally, 4 pre[PO ]E  has been estimated as follows under the assumption that  2 phy 2 biopre[ ] [ ] 0E O O  :

4 4 : 2pre
PO PO AOUP Or        (9)

where : 2P OE r  is the 4POE : 2E O  remineralization ratio and is generally assumed constant at approximately 
−170 ± 10 (Anderson & Sarmiento, 1994). Duteil et al. (2013) showed that the assumption of atmospheric 
equilibrium at the sites of deepwater formation leads to a substantial underestimation of the fraction of 
preformed phosphate at depth. The effect is compounded by uncertainties in the elemental stoichiometry 
during remineralization when estimating the proportion of regenerated and preformed nutrients from the 
oxygen concentration. The 2 bio[ ]E O  tracer can reduce the uncertainties both in the remineralization ratios 
(e.g., : 2P OE r  in Equation 9) and oxygen utilization at depth (AOU in Equation 9). In the regions where physical 
processes impact the total oxygen concentration (e.g., thermocline waters), 2 bio[ ]E O  could prove to be valua-
ble for studying Redfieldian ratios such as the respiratory quotients and remineralization ratios. Similarly, 
for water masses where r O O

P O: [ ] [ ] [ ]2 2 2 4phypre phy pre/ PO   is largest, replacing AOUE  in Equation 9 with 
2 bio[ ]E O  from Equation 6 (estimated with O2/Ar) will improve the estimates of 4 pre[PO ]E .

In some regions, the preformed O2 anomaly can be of the same order of magnitude as the preformed phos-
phate concentration. O2 anomalies in regions of deepwater formation such as the Weddell Sea and Ross Sea 
can be as high as 50–100 μM (Duteil et al., 2013; Ito et al., 2004), corresponding to up to ∼0.6 μM phosphate 
equivalents, well within the range of observed preformed phosphate concentrations (Duteil et al., 2012). 
In these regions, the preformed phosphate as calculated in Equation 9 potentially encapsulates important 
information about the extent of decoupling between these two properties associated with gas exchange at 
the sites of deepwater formation. In order to illustrate this dichotomy, we define *

2 bio[ ]E O  as:

* 4
2 2bio bio

: 2

PO

P O
O O

r
          (10)

*
2 bio[ ]E O  is a property that can be readily estimated in the ocean interior with the dissolved O2/Ar ratio being a 

proxy for the first term on the right-hand side (and could help with constraints on : 2P OE r  as discussed above). 
Conceptually, the *

2 bio[ ]E O  term is akin to the 2E O defined in Gruber et al. (2001) with the important distinction 
that the first-term on the right-hand side is not the total 2[ ]E O  but 2 bio[ ]E O . In contrast to *

2 bio[ ]E O , 2[ ]E O  encom-
passes the effect of temperature and salinity on the solubility of O2. It is straightforward to show that the 
relation between synthetic tracers *

2 bio[ ]E O  and 4 pre[PO ]E  can also be written as:

4* pre
2 2bio biopre

: 2

PO

P O
O O

r

  
        (11)

Assuming a constant : 2P OE r  stoichiometric ratio, *
2 bio[ ]E O  is therefore conservative with respect to photosyn-

thesis, respiration (and remineralization), and abiotic processes in the ocean interior. The magnitude of 
*

2 bio[ ]E O  should reflect the preformed phosphate concentration ( 4 pre[PO ]E ) and factors influencing the removal 
of 2 bio[ ]E O  through air-sea gas exchange (e.g., including wind speed, mixed-layer depth, temperature, and 
the residence time of water masses at the ocean surface but excluding atmospheric pressure changes). In 
regions where allochthonous physical phosphate supply (e.g., riverine input) is negligible such as the open 
ocean, changes in *

2 bio[ ]E O  mainly reflect air-sea gas exchange. Bubbles do not impart a significant change 
in 2 biopre[ ]E O  (or the dissolved O2/Ar saturation) but facilitate its equilibration by enhancing the rate of ex-
change with the atmosphere. When gas exchange at the surface is impaired (e.g., ice cover), the biological 
O2 and phosphate signals stay coupled, leading to no change in *

2 bio[ ]E O . Conversely, in regions where rapid 
gas exchange occurs, *

2 bio[ ]E O  can increase or decrease. A positive (negative) 2 bio[ ]E O  associated with a net au-
totrophic (heterotrophic) system with rapid gas exchange will tend to decrease (increase) *

2 bio[ ]E O . *
2 bio[ ]E O  is 

expected to generally increase at the sites of deepwater formation during the winter, decoupling 2 biopre[ ]E O  
from 4 pre[PO ]E  through reoxygenation of the ocean surface. The loss of negative 2 bio[ ]E O  relative to 4[PO ]E  (i.e., 
increase in *

2 bio[ ] )E O  due to gas exchange in preformed waters can lead to O2/Ar supersaturation (from pho-
tosynthesis) in upwelled waters reaching the surface even in the absence of gas exchange. This may explain 
the O2/Ar supersaturation observed in some ice-covered regions (Eveleth et al., 2014; Ulfsbo et al., 2014). 
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Our model results show that *
2 bio[ ]E O  is particularly positive in AABW, driven primarily by high 4 pre[PO ]E  but 

with a nonnegligible contribution from 2 bio[ ]E O . Efficient gas exchange and reoxygenation further decou-
ple 2 biopre[ ]E O  and 4 pre[PO ]E  at the ventilation site (Figure 5), consistent with the important role Weddell and 
Ross Seas coastal (latent heat) polynyas play in the AABW formation (Bromwich & Kurtz, 1984; Cheon 
et al., 2015; Ohshima et al., 2013).

6. Conclusions
We have shown that the biological oxygen concentration ( 2 bio[ ] )E O  at depth can be estimated using the elemen-
tal ratio of oxygen and argon (O2/Ar). This composite geochemical tracer improves on observation-based 
estimates of biological oxygen utilization in the ocean interior by removing the impact of physical processes 
on the oxygen signal. Based on our numerical simulations mimicking an Ocean Observing System, the 
largest improvements compared with traditional AOU estimates are seen in Antarctic Bottom Water and 
North Atlantic Deep Water. While more work is needed, our results indicate that strategic measurements 
of O2/Ar in the ocean interior could improve true oxygen utilization (TOU) estimates. More broadly, our 
study demonstrates the value in using composite gas ratios such as O2/Ar, alone or in combination with 
other tracers, to deconvolve the complex array of physical and biogeochemical processes influencing gases 
and nutrients in the ocean interior, and ultimately the feedbacks between climate and the strength of the 
biological carbon pump.

Data Availability Statement
Computing resources were provided by the University of Oxford Advanced Research Computing (ARC) 
facility (http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.22558). Model codes and simulation products are available from 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1246300 and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4455661, respectively.
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